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1. Introduction

In the past few years, the research on networked systems has been gaining momentum due to the advantages of using networked media in many aspects such as the ease of maintenance and installation, the large flexibility, and the low cost [1]. However, the inherently limited bandwidth of the communication channel inevitably brings in some network-related issues which include, but are not limited to, network-induced communication delays [2], missing data [3], signal quantizations [4, 5], and channel fadings [6]. Therefore, it is of great importance to understand how these challenging issues affect the closed-loop stability and performance properties of a controlled system or a filtering process. Fortunately, up to now, these network-related problems have gained much research effort and a wealth of literature has appeared on the related topics; see for example, [7–17] and the references therein. Roughly speaking, the published results have been concerned with the robust control and filtering problems of networked systems, $H_{\infty}$ control and filtering problems, Kalman and extended Kalman filtering problems, optimal control problems, synchronization and consensus problems of complex networks, consensus and cooperative control problems of multiagent systems, and so on [18, 19].
It is worth mentioning that what a network induces are much more than those already studied. Nowadays, the large-scale general systems are usually subject to various sorts of complexities such as parameter uncertainties, time-delays, fading measurements, signal quantization, nonlinear disturbances [20], network attacks [21], event-triggered communication mechanism [22], and time-varying network topology [23]. Such complexities, which do exist under nonnetworked circumstances, are becoming even severer in networked environments by means of their degrees or intensities. In other words, these kinds of complexities have been greatly enhanced because of the usage of the communication networks. In this case, it would be interesting to examine (1) how the networks enhance the complexity; (2) how to describe the complexity so as to reflect the reality more closely in practical engineering; and (3) how to establish a general analysis framework to handle or reduce such kind of network-enhanced complexity. Recently, three kinds of complexities, namely, fading measurements, event-triggered mechanisms, and attack behaviors of adversaries, have been gaining particular research attention due to their extensive application potentials in various engineering practices. As such, the performance analysis and synthesis issues for systems with such network-enhanced complexities serve as interesting, imperative yet challenging topics. To this end, the focus of this paper is to provide a timely review on the recent advances on performance analysis and synthesis issues with network-enhanced complexities. The aforementioned three kinds of fashionable complexities are summarized from their engineering backgrounds, dynamical characteristics, and modeling aspects. Subsequently, the recent advances on the performance analysis and synthesis problems with network-enhanced complexities are reviewed systematically. Furthermore, some challenging issues are highlighted by summarizing the latest results. Finally, some concluding remarks are drawn and some possible future research directions are pointed out.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, three kinds of complexities, that is, fading measurements, event-triggered mechanisms, and attack behavior of adversaries, are introduced in detail from their engineering backgrounds, dynamical characteristics, and modeling techniques. Section 3 reviews the developments of the performance analysis and synthesis for various networked systems. Furthermore, some challenging issues are highlighted in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions and future work are given in Section 5.

2. Network-Enhanced Complexities

Because of the ever-increasing popularity of communication networks, more and more control and signal process algorithms are executed over communication links. As a result, inherent complexities with networked systems have been inevitably enhanced. In this section, three latest research focuses (i.e., fading measurements, event-triggered mechanisms, and attack behaviors of adversaries) are introduced, respectively.

2.1. Fading Measurements. Fading measurements are now well known to be one of the most frequently occurred phenomena in networked systems. To be more specific, on one hand, measurement signals in the digital communication are usually subject to probabilistic information missing (also called data dropouts or packet losses) due to a variety of reasons such as the high maneuverability of a tracked target, the faults in measurement outputs, intermittent sensor failures, and network congestions. On the other hand, for the signal transmitted over a wireless channel, some special physical phenomena are unavoidable which mainly include reflection, refraction, and diffraction. These phenomena typically result in the multipath induced fading or the shadow fading, which could drastically degrade the system performances. In the published results, fading is often modeled in time-domain by some time-varying stochastic mathematical models such as the memoryless multiplicative channel model and the \( \ell \)th order Rice model (also called the autoregressive model); see [6, 24–27] and the references therein. In such models, the stochastic variables obeying the given probability distribution are employed to describe the transmitted signal's changes in the amplitude and/or phase. Recently, some preliminary results about the stability analysis, LQG (linear quadratic Gaussian) control, and Kalman filtering problems have been reported by many researchers in the area.

2.2. Event-Triggering Mechanisms. In order to reduce the communication burden [28, 29], the event-triggering control or filtering strategies have received particular research attention for the networked control systems (NCSs) especially the distributed real-time sensing and control systems. In comparison to the time-triggering case, the signals in event-triggering schemes are updated only when certain specific event happens. The event-triggering condition, which is usually modeled by a quadratic cost function dependent on time, sampling data, or system states [30], could reflect the absolute or relative errors between current measurements (or states) and the latest information transmitted. An appropriately generated updating time instants would guarantee the stability and other performances of the closed-loop system or the estimation error dynamics. In addition, between updates of the controller or estimator inputs, the signal remains unchanged by using the zero-order hold (ZOH). It should be pointed out that the updating time is typically unknown a priori and therefore a naturally arising challenge is how to cope with the complexities enhanced by event-triggering mechanisms. The theoretic research interests in event-triggering control and filter problems have been initialized by the pioneering works (e.g., [31]). Nowadays, such an event-triggering control/filtering scheme has become an active research area and the idea penetrates a number of research directions from modeling, control, estimation to optimization.

2.3. The Attack Behaviors of Adversaries. With the increasing research attention on higher safety and reliability standards, the network security is of utmost importance in the real-world engineering [32, 33]. Different from the traditional
sensor/actuator faults or system faults, the attack behaviors of adversaries are fast becoming a new research focus in very recent years and some typical examples have been reported such as the Stuxnet worm threat, power and transportation network attacks, and other staged attacks in power generators [34–36]. For networked control systems, the sensors, controllers, and actuators are integrated through common network links. As such, the exchanged data without security protection can be easily exploited by adversaries (or attackers). Generally speaking, by destroying certain significant data, the goal of the adversaries is to destabilize the plant or steer the plant to the adversaries’ desired operating point [37]. It is worth noting that attacks on control systems can be arguably classified into two classes, namely, the denial-of-service (DoS) attacks and the deception attacks [38].

The DoS behavior, which can be modeled by a Bernoulli process or Markov process with known statistical information, is a strategy often used by the adversaries in order to prevent the transmission of measurement or control signals by occupying the network resource [39]. Different from the missing measurements due to the physical limitation, the network attack of adversaries is malicious which will lead to unexpected system behaviors. Furthermore, for deception attacks, the attacker aims to insert a false (or distorted) signal into the controller/actuator to disrupt the normal behaviors of the controller [40]. Such an attack is typically modeled as the sum between the opposite of the current signal and any disturbance. Obviously, it is challenging to develop appropriate methodology to examine how the networks have substantial impacts on such kind of complexity induced by the attack behaviors.

3. Recent Advances on Performance Analysis with Network-Enhanced Complexities

In this section, according to three kinds of complexities mentioned above, the developments of the performance analysis and synthesis issues for various networked systems are systematically reviewed as follows.

3.1. Performance Analysis with Fading Measurements. In most published papers, a stochastic variable obeying given Bernoulli distribution has been exploited to govern the communication channel where packets can be received if the channel is of sufficiently good quality and fully dropped if the channel is poor quality. Up to now, this is the simplest important model which describes the so-called erasure channel. Based on such a model, the performance analysis and synthesis as well as the effect of channel capacity for various networked systems have been widely studied by control researchers [41]. For instance, the Kalman filtering (KF) problems have been investigated in [42] where a threshold has been obtained such that the expected error covariance is unbounded if the packet arrival rate is below this threshold. In [6], the stochastic stability of centralized Kalman filtering has been investigated for a linear time-varying system over block fading wireless channels where the variable channel gains are counteracted by power control to alleviate the effects of packet drops. Furthermore, in [24], the remote mean-square stabilization problem has been thoroughly dealt with for different kinds of fading channels where the largest probability of erasure tolerable by the closed loop feedback control can be obtained from solving a robust control synthesis problem. Recently, the discrete-time LQG optimal control problem has been considered in [25] for MIMO (multiinput multioutput) systems where each sensor and each actuator exchange data with the control unit in an independent way. For such a framework, it has been shown that the separation principle still holds in the case where packet arrivals are acknowledged by the receiver (i.e., the case of protocols like TCP, Transmission Control Protocols) and the optimal LQG control is a linear function of the state which explicitly depends on the loss probabilities of the actuator channels. However, for the case of protocols like UDP (user datagram protocols), the optimal LQG control has not been appropriately investigated yet since the separation principle cannot be easily derived.

In real-world systems, the signal could be subject to fades/degradations in power or amplitude and therefore the wireless channel can be regarded as a continuous valued channel with time-varying channel gains. Based on such a fact, by employing some stochastic variables with nonzero mathematical expectations, a memoryless multiplicative channel model has been developed. Such a model can describe the commonly used channels such as Rayleigh and Nakagami channels [43]. Some representative works are shown here. In order to stabilize an unstable plant over an error-free digital channel, Nair and Evans [44] have provided a tight lower bound on the data rate. Furthermore, the mean square stabilization problem has been discussed in [27] for discrete-time networked control systems over fading channels, which are supposed to use a parallel transmission strategy and own a fixed overall mean square capacity of the network. In the case of state feedback, a tight lower bound on the overall mean square capacity has been presented in terms of the Mahler measure of the plant. For the case of dynamic output feedback, such a lower bound on the capacity requirement for stabilization of SISO (single-input single-output) plants has been given in terms of the antistable poles, nonminimum phase zeros, and relative degree of the plant. Without doubt, KF or the extended Kalman filtering (EKF) with memoryless multiplicative channels has also been investigated due to its recursive nature. Recently, inspired by EKF, a novel unbiased and recursive filtering algorithm has been established for a class of discrete-time nonlinear stochastic systems in [45] where the process noise and the measurement noise are one-step autocorrelated.

It is worth mentioning that the $\ell$th order Rice model, which can be utilized to describe both network-induced transmission delay and missing measurements in a unified framework, has also received an ever-increasing research interest. A typical application of this model is about the adaptive blind equalization issue. For example, in [46], by using the optimal linearization technique, a blind-channel equalization has been investigated for the extended-Kalman filter-based chaotic communication of chaotic communication where the chaotic transmitter system and the channel...
model operate at the same time-scale. Since the fading phenomenon can seriously degrade the signal quality, an issue of crucial importance is how to design a control system whose performance is insensitive to the effects caused by the fading channels. Therefore, the networked systems with fading channels have received particular research attention. In [47], the $\mathcal{H}_\infty$ output-feedback control problem has been investigated for a class of discrete-time fuzzy systems with randomly occurring infinite distributed delays and channel fadings. At the same time, the $\mathcal{H}_\infty$ filtering issue has been addressed in [48] for a class of discrete-time Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy systems with randomly occurring uncertainties, randomly occurring interval time-varying delays, and channel fadings. In the presence of the randomly occurring phenomena, sufficient conditions are derived, via stochastic analysis and Lyapunov functional approach, such that the desired filter parameters can be obtained by solving a convex optimization problem to guarantee both the exponential mean-square stability and the prescribed $\mathcal{H}_\infty$ performance of filtering error dynamics.

3.2. Performance Analysis with Event-Triggering Mechanisms. Event-triggering is one of the useful ways to determine when the sampling action is carried out, which guarantees that only really “necessary” signals will be transmitted to the controller or filter. As such, the amount of the sent signals is relatively little in comparison to the time-triggering sampling case. Nowadays, three arguably representative theoretical frameworks, namely, the Lyapunov stability theory [49, 50], switch system theory [51, 52], and input-to-state stability (ISS) theory [53, 54], have been widely employed to analyze the event-triggered control and state estimation issues.

The stability is most important for control systems or filtering error dynamics. One of the simplest analysis methods for networked systems with event-triggering scheme is to view the event-triggering condition as a nonlinear constraint that can be directly embedded into the calculation of Lyapunov function or functional; see for example, [49, 50, 55, 56]. Generally speaking, a desired balance between the sensor-to-estimator communication rate and the estimation quality can be achieved by selecting an appropriate event-triggering threshold. For instance, an event-based sensor data scheduler for linear systems has been proposed and the corresponding minimum squared error estimator has also been designed in [55]. It should be pointed out that the minimum squared error can be adjusted by selecting the threshold. Recently, with the development of analysis methods of time-delay systems, the event-triggering networked systems with various time-delays have been extensively investigated. For instance, in [49], a novel event-triggering transmission scheme, which does not require any special hardware for continuous measurement, has been proposed to determine whether or not the sampled-data should be transmitted. Based on such a scheme, the sampled-data control system has been modeled as a sampled-data error dependent system and its stability condition has been derived by constructing a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional. In [50], a delay system model has been exploited to describe both the prosperities of the event trigger and the effect of the transmission delay on the system performance. Very recently, a set-up scheme has been proposed in [56] for the interconnected agents in order to achieve output synchronization with event-driven communication in the presence of constant communication delays. In summary, the work mentioned above has been considered in the framework of the mature time-delay system and the corresponding research with multiobjective constraints is still in its early stages.

The ISS theory is another important approach to coping with the performance analysis and synthesis issues induced by event trigger. The main reason is that the addressed system can be transformed into a traditional time-triggering system with a bound input. Taking such a fact into account, the event-triggering control and filtering problems for various networked systems have attracted an ever-increasing research interest; see [39, 53, 57–61] and the references therein. For example, in [59], a simple event-triggered scheduler based on a feedback paradigm has been investigated in order to expose how to relax the more traditional periodic execution requirements. Very recently, an event-based control algorithm has been developed in [60] for trajectory tracking in nonlinear systems where the desired trajectory has been modelled as a solution of reference system with an exogenous input. In this paper, the authors have demonstrated that the event-based controller designed not only guarantees the ultimate boundedness of the tracking error but also ensures that the interexecution times for the control algorithm are uniformly bounded away from zero. It should be pointed out that the event-triggering requires a hardware event detector that may be implemented by using custom analog integrated circuits or floating point gate array (FPGA) processors [61]. In order to reduce the cost, a software realization, which is called self-triggering, has been considered in the past few years. For example, at the technical level, based on a homogeneity assumption on the continuous dynamics, some advantages of event-triggering implementations have been extended to the self-triggering framework in [57]. Furthermore, a new self-triggering control technique has been developed in [53] for two classes of nonlinear control systems, namely, state-dependent homogeneous systems and polynomial systems.

It is clear that the event-triggering scheme could result in the impulsive behavior. As such, in the past few years, the security control problem based on the impulsive system theory has received a great deal of research interest in the literature; see [29, 51, 52, 62] and the references therein. In these references, several different event-triggering mechanisms and control strategies have been provided. For instance, in [31, 62], the impulsive control action has been applied to reset the state when the state of the plant exceeds a certain threshold. In [51], the stability and $\mathcal{L}_\infty$-performance have been investigated and the expression for lower bounds on the minimum interevent times has been provided for dynamical output-based controllers with decentralized event-triggering mechanisms. Recently, the optimal sampling for periodic and event-based impulse control has been discussed in [63] for
a class of second order stochastic systems. In this paper, it is shown that the event-based impulse control has given smaller variances than periodic impulse control with the same control rate for higher order systems.

3.3. Recent Advances on Security Control for the Networked Systems with Attackers. As is well known, attacks to communication networks have become prevalent over the last decade [64]. Although most control systems have been safe in the past, they are currently more vulnerable to malicious attacks [21, 65] due to the extensive application of communication networks. The consequences of successful attacks on control networks can be more damaging than attacks on other networks because control systems are at the core of many critical infrastructures. In order to guarantee the security, one of the effective strategies handling the network attacks is to discard or retransmit the destroyed data when they are detected or identified by utilizing some hardware or software tools. Such a strategy could not be suitable for real-world industrial control systems. The main reasons can be summarized as follows: (1) the attacks are usually stealthy and cannot be easily detected and (2) the retransmission method inevitably increases the network burden and also reduces the real-time performance of the addressed systems. Nowadays, considering the security of networked control systems has become very urgent and therefore a good design should make detecting attacks easy, help understand the effects of an attack, make it difficult to execute an attack, and finally minimize the consequences if an attack is successful [66].

The DoS attack is the most typical security problem. In the mathematics including both modeling and performance analysis, it is similar to the traditional data loss and therefore a lot of work on this topic has been published in recent years. For example, a security constrained optimal control for discrete-time linear dynamical systems has been considered in [64], the purpose of which is to find the (optimal) causal feedback controller in order to minimize a given objective function subject to safety and power constraints. Furthermore, in terms of the level of attacks in [67], DoS attacks have been further classified into two types: weak attacks and strong attacks. For the weak DoS attacks case with the network communication constraints (random delay, packet disorder, and packet loss), a recursive networked predictive control (RNPC) method has been proposed to compensate for the adverse effects by using the switched system theory. In addition, for the strong DoS attacks on the controller side, a multicontroller switching scheme has been presented, in which each controller has been designed based on the RNPC. Note that, compared with the generally applied Bernoulli distribution, a Markov process can be also utilized to govern the attacks. In [68], a risk-sensitive stochastic control issue has been discussed for a class of discrete-time partially observed system with an exponential running cost function. In this paper, the optimal control policy, which satisfies a separation principle, has been derived by applying a chain of measure transformation techniques and dynamic programming.

It is noteworthy that the complexities should be intensified for distributed networked systems with attackers. However, the corresponding researches just receive a preliminary attention. It should be pointed out that in [69], the security decisions issue where the security is interdependent due to network induced risks has been investigated for identical plant-controller systems. By using a noncooperative game (the game between the individually optimal security and the socially optimal security), the problem of security choices has been divided into a two-stage game: on the first stage the players decide whether to invest in security or not and on the second stage they apply control inputs to minimize the average operational costs. In [70], the authors have considered the resilient consensus problem for an operator-vehicle network in which each operator-vehicle pair is attacked by an adversary who is able to maliciously replay the control commands sent from the operator. By means of the receding-horizon control strategy, a novel replay resilient consensus algorithm has been proposed such that the vehicles can be steered to a consensus point within a given constraint set.

Deception attacks (or false data injection attacks) are more general attack behavior which includes DoS as a special case. In the past few years, the problem of secure estimation and control in networked systems under false-data attacks has attracted significant attention; see [71] for more details. In [72], attack scenarios corresponding to replay, zero-dynamics, and bias injection attacks have been analyzed by using a new adversary model, and then the maximum impact of stealthy bias injection attacks has been derived which does not require perfect model knowledge. In [40], the estimation schemes have been studied in power grids and the results show how the attacker could potentially modify state estimates without being detected. Furthermore, based on the work of [40], KF under false data injection attacks has been investigated for general dynamical systems [73]. In this paper, the authors have provided a necessary and sufficient condition under which the attacker could make the estimation error unbounded if without being detected. Recently, secure networked predictive control system architecture has been presented in [74]. In order to guarantee the control system performance when suffering from deception attacks, according to round-trip time delays, the recursive networked predictive control method has been proposed to compensate the adverse effects induced by the deception attacks as well as the network communication constraints (such as time-varying network delay, packet disorder, and packet dropout). In [71], the classical notion of reachability has been extended to the security domain, and some novel results on such a notion have been established within a secure control theoretic framework. In addition, in the case that the attack and disturbance sets are ellipsoidal, the desired controller can be obtained by using ellipsoidal calculus for linear time-varying systems.

4. Some Challenging Issues on Network-Enhanced Complexities

In the past few years, we have witnessed significant progress on the performance analysis and synthesis issues with various
types of network-enhanced complexities, and a large amount of literature has appeared on the topics. Obviously, as the scale of networked systems increases, these complexities will have greater and greater effects on the desired performance and will also lead to some unexpected obstacles for system modeling, performance analysis, and parameter design.

4.1. Distributed and Networked Event-Triggering Mechanism. It is well known that it is hard to be sticky to the time-triggering paradigm for distributed systems (e.g., sensor networks and multiagent systems) since the sample times of all sensors or the update times of controller input are very difficult to remain synchronized. Recently, a novel control strategy with event-triggering broadcasting has been provided in [75] for continuous-time first-order multiagent systems, where each agent’s measurement error is bounded by a time-dependent threshold. By utilizing the convergence analysis, an iterative event-triggering algorithm has been proposed in [30] where the continuous measurement of the neighbor states is avoided. Furthermore, the distributed rendezvous phenomenon has been addressed account for the switching issues of control inputs. Following the ideas of Tabuada [59], a decentralized event-based strategy has been presented in [76] to determine the control updates such that the overall system reaches average consensus asymptotically. The authors have shown that all agents continuously monitor their neighbors’ states and each agent updates its control law not only at its own event-times but also whenever one of its neighbors triggers an event. It should be pointed out that, up to now, the corresponding results concerning control and state estimation problems are very scattered for distributed systems with event-triggering communication protocol due primarily to the difficulty in both the mathematical analysis and the design of suitable event-triggering mechanisms.

4.2. Distributed and Networked Cyber Attacks. The distributed and networked nature of the system often makes it vulnerable to a deliberate attack since such systems are more open [77]. Different from the traditional networked systems, each node in distributed systems could suffer the impact from the behavior of the adversaries or the fault node dynamics due to proliferation of malicious attacks or fault through the network topology. Based on such a fact, the resilient asymptotic consensus problem in [78] has been investigated for discrete-time multiagent systems in the presence of adversaries and transmission delays. In this paper, an improved form of local filtering strategy has been provided for the loyal agents to resist adversaries. In [79], considering two types of agents (Byzantine agents and malicious agents), the adversarial robust consensus protocol, which combines ideas from distributed computing and cooperative control, has been established to guarantee the agreement and safety conditions in static and switching network topologies, whenever the number of adversaries in the network is bounded by a constant. It is worth pointing out that the secure and fault-tolerant consensus algorithms usually assume knowledge of nonlocal information. However, such an assumption could be not suitable for large-scale distributed dynamic networks. In order to overcome this drawback, a necessary and sufficient condition has been proposed in [80] for the normal nodes to reach asymptotic consensus in the presence of the influence of the misbehaving nodes under different threat assumptions. In summary, these issues have not been addressed yet and still remain challenging.

4.3. The Time-Varying Characteristics in Network-Enhanced Complexities. It should be pointed out that all models for real-time systems should be time varying since the system parameters could be changeable with the time, temperature, operating point, and so forth. As such, the finite-horizon control and filtering problem is of practical significance and therefore has received extensive research attention in the past few years [3, 81-91]. For instance, the recursive linear matrix inequality (RLMI) method has been proposed in [3] to effectively solve finite-horizon filtering $H_\infty$ problems for a class of nonlinear systems with quantization effects, and the backward recursive Riccati difference equation (RDE) approach has been developed in [82] to deal with a distributed $H_\infty$ state estimation problem over sensor networks. Furthermore, in [84], the distributed finite-horizon filtering problem has been concerned for a class of time-varying systems over lossy sensor networks which suffer from quantization errors and successive packet dropouts that are described in a unified framework. Through available output measurements from not only the individual sensor but also its neighboring sensors according to the given topology, a sufficient condition has been provided for the desired distributed filter to guarantee that the prescribed average filtering performance constraint is achieved. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there have been very few results for time-varying systems with the fading measurements, the event-triggering mechanisms, and the attack behavior of adversaries.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have surveyed some recent advances on performance analysis and synthesis issues with network-enhanced complexities involving the fading measurements, the event-triggering mechanisms, and the attack behavior of adversaries. At the same time, these three kinds of complexities have been introduced from their engineering background, characteristic, and modelling. Furthermore, we have paid particular attention to some challenging issues. The related topics for the future research work are listed below.

(1) The problems of distributed control and filtering with network-enhanced complexities are of engineering significance, especially when the system is time varying. Hence, the analysis of dynamical behaviors for time-varying system would be new research topic.

(2) Because of the proliferation of malicious attacks or fault through the network topology, it would be interesting to further investigate how the malicious attacks or faults affect the consensus performance for multiagent systems or the filtering performance for sensor networks.
(3) Taking the energy efficiency and communication burden into consideration, the distributed control and filtering problems with event-triggering mechanism are of significant engineering importance. The main difficulty is how to select a suitable method to model the system dynamics and analyze the desired performance for large-scale networked systems.

(4) Since the security is a “hard” performance index, the analysis in mean-square sense is more conservative for practical engineering. As such, it would be interesting to investigate the security problems with probabilistic performance index in the presence of network attacks.

(5) No doubt, the computation burden of proposed control and filtering schemes will increase as the scale of network nodes increases and the corresponding strategies are not especially suitable for online application. Hence, it leads to a particularly attractive area for developing some new approaches or improving the established schemes to satisfy the requirement of real-world engineering systems.

(6) Another future research direction is to discuss the applications of the established theories and methodologies to some practical engineering problems such as power systems and mobile robots.
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